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The meeting was called to order at 10.40 a.m.

AGENDA ITEM 12: REPORT OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL (continued)
(AlC.2144/L.46)

Draft resolution on a second industrial development decade for Africa
(A/C.2144/L.46)

1. Mr. GATHUNGU (Kenya), introducing the draft resolution on behalf of the
African States, said that the African countries and intergovernmental organizations
had made extensive efforts to promote the industrial programmes envisaged under the
Industrial Development Decade for Africa. Africa's capacity to promote economic
qrowth had, however, been hampered by the economic crisis that had engulfed the
continent in the early 1980s, and a range of unfavourable external economic
factors, forcinq African Governments to concentrate on short-term measures such as
those in the United Nations Proqramme of Action for African Economic Recovery and
Development 1986-1990 and to adopt painfUl structural adjustment programmes and
policy reforms.

2. Followinq the independent mid-term evaluation of the industrial proqrammes
adopted under the Decade, recommendations of the Conference of African Ministers of
Industry at its 8th meeting in 1986 (resolution 1 (VIII» and the decision of the
Industrial Development Board at its 5th meeting in July 1989 (IDB.5/DEC.7), the
Economic and Social Council had requested the General Assembly at its forty-fourth
session to consider proclaiminq the period 1991-2000 the second industrial
development decade for Africa (resolution 1989/115).

3. Hearteninq proqress had been made in some areas of African economies, despite
the crises afflictinq them. Kenya believed that the productive capacity of African
countries would be enhanced by more support from the international community,
thereby benefitinq the qlobal economy, and, along with the other African countries,
had demonstrated that belief by participating in the 1989 United Nations Pledging
Conference for Development Activities.

AGENDA ITEM 82: DEVELOPMENT AND INTERNATJONAL ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION (continued)
(A/C.2/44/L.48)

Draft resolution on international co-operation for the eradication of poverty in
developing countries (A/C.2/44/L.48)

4. Mr. TAl (Malaysia) introduced the draft resolution on behalf of the Group
of 77.
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(b) TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT (continued) (A/C.2/44/L.49, A/C.2/44/L.50,
A/C.2/44/L.51, A/C.2/44/L.52, A/C.2/44/L.53 and A/C.2/44/L.54)

Draft resolutions on economic measures as a means of political and economic
coercion against developing countries (A/C.2/44/L.49), on an international code of
conduct on the transfer of technology (A/C.2/44/L.50), commodities (A/C.2/44/L.52),
on the report of the Trade and Development Board (A/C.2/44/L.53) and ~n the Second
United Nations Conference on the Least Developed Countries (A/C.2/44/L.54)

5. Mr. TAl (Malaysia) introduced the draft resolutions on behalf of the Group
of 77.

Draft resolution on the trade embargo against Nicaragua (A/C.2/44/L~51)

6. Mr. SERRAN CALDERA (Nicaragua), introducing the draft resolution on behalf of
the sponsors, said that, despite repeated resolutions of the General Assembly
condemning the trade embargo against Nicaragua, the Government of the United Stc ,~s

had recently reimposed the embargo for the fourth consecutive year. The text of
the draft resolution, which was supported by the resolutions on the Special Plan of
Economic Co-operation for Central America (42/204, 42/231 and 43/210) and the
Judgment of the International Court of Justice of 27 June 1986, was precise and
straightforward

7. The trade embargo was an unjust and arbitrary measure, applied fvr purely
political ends, in violation of the principles of peaceful coexistence established
in the Charter of the United Nations and other important international
instruments. Furthermore, the embargo violated the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce
and Navigation concluded between Nicaragua and the United States in 1956.

8. The embargo had had a serious negative impact on the economic development of
Nicaragua, and threatened to disrupt the electoral process in that country. Unless
it was lifted it would be impossible to promote the economic integration of Central
America, to stabilize the economy of Nicaragua and to stimulate economic and so~ial

development in the region.

9. The negative attitude of the United States contrasted with the political and
diplomatic efforts by the Central American Governments to reach a peaceful solution
to the problems and conflicts in their region, and to the spirit of reconciliation
and good will which had come to prevail in othe~ conflict areas in the world.
Nicaragua had hoped that the new administration in the United States would rectify
the mistake of the old, by lifting the embargo, but its failure to do so threatened
the preparations for, and conduct of, the elections in Nicaragua in February 1990.

10. The offer made by President Bush in November 1989 to lift the ~nbargo if the
opposition won the Nicaraguan election violated the principle of respect for the
internal politics of a sovereign nation and was not conducive to the maintenance of
the stability necessary for a normal electoral process. It was both ignoble and
undignified for the United States to violate the fundamental principles of
democracy and interfere in the internal affairs of another State, against which it
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had b••n wa9in9 a war of a99r••• ion for .i9ht y.ar., by applying a trade .mbar90 at
the v.ry time an .l.ctoral proc••• involving int.rnational obs.rvers was under
way. On b.half of all the aponlora, Nicaragua therefore called upon the Committee
to r.affirm it. d.f.nc. of fr•• trade and ju.t and .quitabl. int.rnational .conomic
relations by adopting the r.solution.

(e) ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (continued)
(A/C. 2144/L. 56)

Draft r ••olution on go-operation b.tw.en the Unit.d Nations and the Southern
African D.y.1Qgm.nt Co-ordination Conf.renc. (A/C.2/44/L.56)

11. Mr., NTITA (Botswana), introducing the draft r.solution, announc.d that
Austria, Finland, Norway and Sw.d.n had join.d the other aponsor.. She recalled
the expanding role of the South.rn African Dev.lopment Co-ordination Conf.rence
(SADCC) in a wide vari.ty of area. and dr.w attention to tho•••ections of the
draft r.solution app.aling to the int.rnational community and the organizations of
the Unit.d Nations syst.m for their support and co-operation and inviting the donor
community and oth.r co-op.rating partn.rs to participat. at a high l.v.l in the
forthcoming SAnCC Annual Conaultative Conference in Lusaka in 1990. Noting that
co-op.ration in SAnCC was a laudable .xampl. of a r'9ion .nd.avouring to h.lp
its.lf, and th.r.for••x.mplifi.d the spirit of t.chnical co-operation among
d.v.lopJng countri.s, Ihe appealed to the Committee to adopt the resolution.

(f) ENVIRONMENT (A/C.2/44/L.55 and A/C.2/44/L.58) (~ntinued)

~ft resolution on the Unitea Nations Conferenge on Environment ana DevelQpment,
lii1 (A/C.2/44/L.55)

12. Mr. TAl (Malaysia), introducing the draft resolution on behalf of the Group of
77, said that, for technical reaSQns, the draft resolutiQn would have tQ be
extensively amended before its final adQption by the Committee.

Draft resolutiQn Qn the Unitea Nations Conferenge on Environment ana p~elopmInt

(A/C. 2/44/L. 58)

13. Mjss fOIRET (France), introducing the draft resolution Qn behalf of the States
members of the EurQpean Economic Community, ~aid that the sponsors had domonstrated
a high degree of political will in reaching a consensus Qn a subject of such
importance, With regard to SUbstantive issues, the conference should have as its
principle objectiv( the reaching Qf an ag~eement on strategies and measures to
reverse damage done to the environment with a view to promoting sustBined
development and reducing the environmental impact of the population explosion,
external debt, famine and disease,

14. It was therefore to be hoped that regional and global strategies could be
considered so that Governments could take concrete steps to solve envirQnmental
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problems while promotin9 sociel and economic development, on the basis of a
Ipecific timetable.

15. With regard to preparations for the conf.rence, the sponlors of the draft
resolution viewed them flexibly, as could be seen from the draf~ text, beqinninq
with paragraph 6.

AGENDA ITEM 831 PREPARATIONS FOR THE SPECIAL SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN
1990 (A/44/3, 45, 303, 361, 409 and Corr.l, 477, 551, 617 and 689)

16. Mr. ZEPQS (Greece), speakinq in his capacity as Chairman of the Preparatory
Committ.e of the Whole for the special selsion of the G.neral A••embly devot.d to
international economic co-operation, in particular to the revitalization of
economic growth and developm~nt of the developin9 countri.s, said that durinq the
Preparatory Committee's first session, held from 31 May to 2 June, it had been
decided that he should hold informal consultations on th@ session with regional
groups and delegations and to reflect the outcome of those deliberations in a
pr.liminary report to the General Assembly at its forty-fourth s.s.ion. In June he
had been invited to attend the special ministerial meeting of the Group of 77 at
Caracas, Venezu.la, as an observer. The Declaration issued by that meeting was
proof of the positive and flexible approach adopted by the Group toward. the
negotiations on the .pecial se.sion. Since that time he had made a pro9re.s report
to the Economic and Social Council at its second regular •••• ion, which had been
marked by a productive debat. on the .es.ion.

17. Th" spe~ial session was viewed as a major political event that would stimulate
discussion and action by Government. and international organizations in a new
political .nvironment in which d.velopment would resum. its place at the head of
the international political agenda. The United Nations must play a central part in
the resumption of economic 9rowth and social progre.s throughout the world, while
taking .tock of the transformations that had occurred in the world economy in the
1980s. New ideas must inspire common approachel.

18. Following his consultations with the regional group. and individual
delegations, he had drafted an informal paper, currently in ~irculation among
delsqations, to help them reach agreement on the major issues requiring commun
action at the special session. Broad agreement must be reachdd during the current
se•• ion of the General Assembly, and the adoption by the Committee of a text
outlining the pertinent issues would demonstrate the political will needed to
ensure the success of the preparatory work and provide a basis for further
consultations.

19. ~~ (Malaysia), speaking on behalf of the Group of 77, recalled that at
the special ministerial meeting of the Group of 17 at Caracas and at the ninth
summit meeting of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries at Belgrade, the leaders of
developing countries had called upon the developed countries to adopt a
conatructive and integrated approach towards the reactivation of their dialogue
with the developing countries. The special session should provide an ideal
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opportunity for reachinq aqre.ment on the nature of the probltims facinq the
d.velopinq countri.s and on an approach to solving them. At the Preparatory
Committ.e's firlt sub.tantiv••••Iion, the Grour of 77 had welcomed the preliminary
outline of tho comprehenlive report of the S.cr.tary-Genetal, in the belio! thet
the el.ments s.t out in chapt.~ 2 thereof could be taken into account in preparing
for the Ip,.cial I ••• ion.

20. Economic and Social Council re.oiution 1989/111 acknowledqed the need to
strengthen multilateralism a. the foundation for int.rnational .conomic
co-operation. That idea could be pursued further in the proce•• of preparing for
the ap.cial •••• ion.

21. The informal paper ta which the Chairman of the Pr.paratory Committ•• had just
ref.rr.~ was curr.ntly being aotiv.ly con.id.red by the Group of 77, and the Group
exp.cted to expr.la itl vi.ws th.reon during the oour.e of the current •••• ion. HG
wi8hed to point out, however, that the Ip.cial •••• ion who'Jld not deal with the
reform and restructurinq of the economic and locial .ectors of the United Nations
sratem, but should devote itlelf exclusively to the revitalization ~f economic
growth and development in the dev,loping countriel.

22. M[. ESCURI (f'rance), speaking on behalf of the States m.mbers of the European
Community, .aid that thly were approaching the prlparati~n of lhe special sUlaion
in an .xtremely pOlitive fram~ or mir\d. On man¥ recent occel{~nl they had pointed
out that the Ipecial ~e"ion and the preparation of the international development
Itrategy for the fourth Unit~d Nations development docade WAre complementary
exercis... In fact, the .pecial s.lsion would be meanin~tul only if all countries
reaolved to begin the 199D. by removing as quiukly al ~osM1ble the impediments to
economic growth and develnpment in certain ~art. of the world. The special .elsion
must also serve as a forllJT\ for diaoull8ion and agre.ment 011 general prinoiples for
international economio policies that would b~ valld for many years to come and
could be applied flex~bly to unforeseeable circumstances.

23. There were .even guiding principles which should b. reflected in the
development strategy. Firstly, eaoh country mu.t determine its own development
strategy aud objectives and continue to adjust its production structures to
maximize profitability, create national .avings for development and strengthen
public institutions. Secondly, the problem of excessive population growth and its
implications for employment, education and health, etc., must also be dealt with by
individual States. Thirdly, the developing countries were entitled to extern61
support, so long as they managed it effectively. Fourthly, national strategies and
external assistance would be even more effective if they were better adapted to
specific local situations and problems. Fifthly, an indispensable element of a
favourable international environment was a multilateral and open system of global
economic relations which favourod the movement of goods, services, capital and
technology. Such a system must provide outlets for the exports of developing
countries and facilitate productive foreign investment in those couutries.
Sixthly, there could be no sustained development without proper attention to the
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environment. Finally, thera could be no sustained develop,m.nt without attention to
the human factor.

24. Those principles alone would not ensur. the luccels of the Ip.cial s.slion,
however. All partie. must express thftir views and aasume th.ir responsibiliti•• to
make the strateqy produced by the special session their own. The lession must also
•• rve as a vehicle for co-operation which would promote a dialoque on kly economic
problems facing all countries. It was to be hoped that before the end of the
current lession, a q.neral framework could b. adopted that would ••rve as a basis
tor the work of the Preparatory Committee a. that body drew up a draft agenda for
the .e.sion which reflected the seven guiding principles in terms sufficiently
general to remain valid throughout the decade but .ufficiently precise that their
adoption would b. politically binding on all State. and international
organizations.

25. Mr. NIkAI (Japan) said that the special .es.ion .hould qiv. due conlid.ration
to the 9reat tranlformation the world had underqone during the 1980.. Th•••••ion
should addre.s major opportunities and challenqes in an integrated way and in a
spirit of .hared respo.ibility and co-operation. The final document of the •••• ion
mu.t .end a clear political me.sag. to the world.

26. Hi. delegation had been an activ. participant in the preparation. for the
.e.sion and b.lieved that, if productiv., the •••• ion would c.rtain1y contribute to
the revitalization of dialogue and international r.lationl at a time wh.n all
nation. fac.d difficult .conomic and d.v.lopment probl.ml. It wal qratifyinq that
all major countries had participated in the Pr.paratory Committ•• 's first lel.ion,
and hi. deleqation hoped that the comprehensive report to be ba.ed on the
preliminary outline of the Secretary-Gen.ral'l report would take duly into
consideration the discussion. that had taken place.

27. His delegation had been disappointed by the statement made by the Group of 77
at the first session in which it had identified subjects it did not wish to have
discussed at the Ipecial lession. He did, however, welcome the Group's qeneral
commitment to constructive dialogue, as manifest~d in the st.atement ilsu.d by the
Group at its Ipftcial ministerial meeting at Caracas in June. He also welcomed the
readine.s of the non-aligned countries, demonstrated at thair ninth summit meeting,
to re!ume the dialogue between developed and developing countries. He lincerely
hoped that that con.tructive, realistic and pl'~ctical approach would continue to
prevail in all forums, including the Second Committee and the Preparatory
Committee, for the new spirit of co-operation would go far in making the special
session a meaningful one for all countries.

28. He appreciated the efforts that had been made in informal consultations at the
initiative of the Chairman of the Preparatorl' Committee regarding the orientation
of the special session. A broad understanding among delegations on that ~atter

would enhance the work to be done prior to the Preparatory Committee's next
session, in early 1990. The special session was so important that thorough
consider8~lon must be given to its orientation, for it should not become a replay
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of the Second Committee's general debate or of discussions held in the Economic and
Social Council.

29. Mr. ZAPQTOCKY (Czechoslovakia), speaking on behalf of the socialist cou~tries

of Eastern Europe, said that they had consistently supported the convening of the
special session and had actively participated in the preparatory process, a process
in which they believed the interests of all countries must be balanced.

30. The arrangements for the special session were being made at a time when the
international political atmosphere had improved and profound changes were taking
place in the world economy. The new global challenges also called for con~on and
comprehensive approaches to international economic problems that took fully into
account the realities of an interdependent and multi-faceted world. The special
session should therefore set broad policy guidelines for international development
co-operation and help create favourable external conditions for the growth and
development of all countries, particularly the developing countries. His
delegation expected that such features of international economic relations as
predictability, confidence, stability, equality, mutual benefit and
non-discrimination would be reflected in the final document of the session.

31. The session should rea~firm support for strengthening the role of the United
Nations as a unique universal forum capable of combining bilateral, regional and
global interests for the benefit of the world economy and the revival of growth in
the developing countries. Appropriate attention should be paid to strengthening
multilateral, social and economic co-operation in the United Nations for the 1990s
and to ensuring more effective co-ordination of the activities of the various
bodies and institutions of the United Nations system.

32. Greater attention should be given to the crucial role of science and
technology as a factor for economic development, and to increase access to
technological achievements, the social aspects of growth and development, and the
development of human resources with a view to the ultimate aim of development 
people and their prosperity. Due attention should also be given to the
relationship between disarmament and development as well as between environment and
development.

33. The decisions of the special session should be aimed at achieving balanced
development of the world economy, which was possible only through neutrally
advantageous co-operation and, in partiCUlar, growth and development in the
developing countries.

34. The final document should contain recommendations on ways of strengthening
multilateral economic co-operation in key spheres, including specific measures to
improve macro-economic policy co-ordination on a universal basis. It should seek
constructive solutions to world economic problems and help to develop international
co-operation in the economic field. The delegations on whose behalf he was
speaking were prepared to co-operate constructively in the preparation of such a
document which should address basic issues of international finance, trade,
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technolo9Y, snd environment in the context of international co-operation for the
benefit of all nations.

35. Hr, DJOQHLAF (A1geria) laid that the hi9hly ori9inll nature of the annex to
aeneral AIsembly decision 43/~&0 was such as to guarantee that the special s,slion
would be a prominent event for the entire international community, united in the
caule of r.activating economic growth wh~r.v.r it was lacking. Hi. d.l.gation
wi.hed to .xpr••• it. gratitUde to the d.le~ation of China for the role it had
played in the drafting of the annex.

3&. In an increasingly interdependent world, to a.si.t oth.r. wa., in the final
analy.is, to assilt one's own self and therefore on.'. own descendant.. By
deciding to convene in 1990 the fourth special •••• ion of the aeneral Allembly
devoted to development, the United Nation. leem.d to have reali.ed at last that the
lacrifice. inherent in the internal .truct~ral adju.tm.nt. of the countries of the
South which had characteri••d the 19801 would be vain in the ab~ence of Iymmetrical
international adju.tm.nt and the adaptation of the d.velop.d countri•• '
macro-economic policies to the economic growth needl of all.

37. The requirements for equitable development necel.ari1y involved redrelling
world macro-economic imbalances al well al achieving a just and lasting solution of
the external d.bt crisis, both through debt forgiv.re.s and rescheduling and
through the restoration of pOlitiv. North-South financial flows. They thus
entailed the eltab1ishment of international economic ~o-o~eration freed from
concern. alien to economic development through the rehabilitation uf multilateral
economic co-operation of which the United Nations conltitut.d the backbone.

38. The special sellion offered a suitable opportunity to Itrength.n recent
achievements made in the field of political dialogue through economic progress in
the interelt of all, which constituted the best guarante.s of international ~eace

and security. The clear nature of the proposa11 and recommendations contained in
the preliminary draft of the Secretary-General's comprehenlive report on the Itatus
of international co-operation ~ugured well for the success of that endeavour. In
that connection, hil delegation strelsed the need for the 10 elements contained in
chapter II of the preliminary draft to be taken duly into conlideration.

39. The seventh session of UNCTAD had a180 made the revitalization of development,
growth and international trade itl primary objective, but 13 monthl later, adoption
of its fin~l act was still awaiting implementation. While the adoption of specific
internmtionDl measures was vital, their harmonioul implementation through respect
for the commitmentl freely entered into wal allo ellential.

40. The 1990 special session would be held 10 years after the General Assembly's
eleventh special session, also ~evoted to international economic co-operation. The
failure of that session had certainly contributed to the failure of the Third
United Nations Development Decade, and every effort must be made to ensure that
history did not repeat itself.

/,' ,
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41. ~Doljintl.ren (Mongolia) took the Chair.

42. Mr. RXSINsKI (Poland) said ~hat the forthcoming special s.ssion of the General
Assembly should generat. new impull's for enhancing international co-operation and
should hBlp d.fin. a IYltem of valuel and principl'l which would guarant•• a firm
base for stable growth and sUltainabl. d.v.lopment. That would r.quire an
appropriately high l.vel of r.pr.s.ntation at the 1•• lion, which in turn could h.lp
g.n.rat. the political will for furth.r .conomic dialogue and more detail.d
negotiations. Unl.s. the n.c.Isary conditions w.r. cr.at.d for r.viving the
economies of the d.v.loping countri.s and solving the .xternal debt crisi., the
possibility of the 1•• lion'. succ.s. would r.main limit.d. In that cont.xt,
"reliability and predictability", "confi~.nc. and security" and "fl.xibility and
balance of inter.st" Ihould b. central conc.pts.

43. Economic int.rdepend.nc. mad. it n.c.lsary to take account of the balanc. of
all rel.vant int.r'ltl in the diff.r.nt dim.nlions of i~t.rnational r.lationl. A
compreh.nliv. dialogue Ihould b. hAld on all combinationl of the .conomic int.r.sts
of North, South, East and W'lt. Th. pot.ntial of Ea.t-W.lt co-op.ration for .a.ing
the transition of the world .conomy toward. a n.w, mort mature stag. of d.v.lopm.nt
should not be overlooked in the drafting ot the agenda for the sp.cial les.ion.
However, East-West r.lations could not b. treated ••parat.ly from ov.rall 910bal
relations, which were b.st I.rv.d wh.n th.ir compolit••lem.nts work.d in unison.
East-West relations Ihould not ther.for. b. conltru.d as a threat to North-South
co-operation, ~n the contrary, th.y w.r. el.ential for a sustainable North-South
dialogue.

44. G.neral Ass.mbly d.cision 43/~60 and the first 1.lsion of t~e Pr.paratory
committee offered a m.aningful starting-point for the pr.paration. for the .pecial
session. Poland b.lieved that a pragmatic approach mUlt be taken in the leslion's
work to reflecc ways of strengthening multilat.ral co-op.ration for economic and
social development and defining the role of the United Nations in that ar.a. Some
crucial and interrelated iSlues which should be considered at the sellion included
the flow of finance and goods, the role of Icience and technology, disparities and
imbalances in inte~national economic relations, conditions of adjustment,
environmental protection, and development of human resources.

45. MI~ (India) said that while North-South interaction in the economic
field had been more or less at a standstill for over a decade, the world economy
had been undergoing far-reaching changes. Th. gap between the develuped and
developing countries continued to widen. With the emergence of new economic
Powers, the world had become mUltipolar and new arrangements tor regional and
interreqional co-operation had either come into being or were developing. The
developing countries a~ a whole derived little benefit from the recent sustained
growth in world output. The time had come to take stock of thoge developmentl and
to assess their implications for the world economy and, in particular, for the
growth and development of the developing countries. Such an exercise would also
make it possible to strengthen the mechanisms of international ~conomic

co-opelation and where necessary adapt them to the new realities.
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46. Needless to say, such cD-operation was not desiqned for the e.clulive benefit
of the developing world but was aimed, firstly, at corr~ctinq imbalance. and,
secondly, at harnessing the potential of the developing world for the benefit of
all countries.

47. Global peace and security could not be sustained without eliminating
inequitie~ and disparities. The rest of the world could not conlider it.elf immune
to the consequences of uph~avals in the underprivileged regions of the world.

48. At the special •••• ion, the international commuuity .hould enqage in
purposeful dialogue in a spirit of mutual interest and solidarity, seeking to
achi.v. a consensus on the nature of the problems, the approaches required to solve
them and the moda1ities to be applied. First of all, it must be recoqnized that
the revitalization of economic growth and development in deve10pinq countries
required the .trengthening of international co-operation. For too long, long-term
~evelopment prospects had been made sub.ervient to short-term mealures
concentrating on adju.tment. Secondly, such revitaliz~tion required a lupportive
international economic environment. the current adverse environment needed to be
revor.ed, primarily by redres.ing th~ structural imbalances of the q1oba1 economy.
Thirdly, policy co-ordination needed to be made more participatory. Marqina1izinq
the developing world might appear to be a logical market-oriented phenomenon in the
short term, but it could seriously impede economic growth in the longer term. A
broader-based system of policy co-ordination that reflected the interelt of all
countries wa. therefore inescapable.

49. Interrelated issues, especially trade, money and finance, debt, and technology
and development, must be addre.sed in an integrated and comprehenlive manner. The
sustained growth of the world economy in the long term could be enlured only if all
the constituent parts grew in harmony. Restoration of t.he growth momentum required
a positive substantial transfer of resources, libera1iz~tion 0# world trade through
the removal of protectionist barriers, improvement of market cess, stable
monetary conditions and reduction of real interest rates. Poverty alleviation and
raising the standard of living of large masses of people would continue to be
priorities for the developing countries, even those developing countries which had
achieved modest growth rates in the past few years, for a long time to come.

50. Mr. PILBEAM (Australia), speaking also on behalf of Canada and New Zealand,
said that the perilous state of the world's ecosystem required decisive action and,
possibly, profound changes in the economic activity of all countries in order to
make development sustainable. Without early major action, irreparable damaqe could
be done to resource bases, and environmental problems could become increasingly
intractable and expensive, with obvious implications for dev8lopment. It was
therefore essential that the special session should address important environmental
issues, including conservation and management of resources as an integral part of
s\\stainable development. Environmentally and economically sustainable dovelopment
should become 8 central political concern in both developed and developing
countries.
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51. The .pecial lel.ion would give the international community a chance of coming
to a common under.tanding on the major economic and social priorities for
development for the next decade and to arrive at a general consensus to meet those
challenges in a spirit of co-operation. Developed countries should address
problems ot aCC8SS to their markets and capital flows, and developing countries
should take steps to improve their policies and institutions in order to realize
their full development potential. The pur.uit of sound economic policies by both
groups, including measure. to reduce fiscal deficits and restore foreign-exchange
relations to sustainable positions, would provide a framework for improving
investor confidence and establi.hing a firm ba.il for long-term growth and
development. Increa••d reliance on market forces, reduct·d barrier. to trade and
the operation of a dynamic private .ector were important factors in that proce•••

52. People were the main resource for meeting the challenge of development. Human
resource. development, through effective education and training, ba.ic health care,
the more active participation of women, broad-based agriCUltural and rural
development and the adoption of effective and fair economic and political .ystems,
would be crucial in d.termining wh.th.r d.velopm.nt continued.

53. The .p.cial •••• ion provided an opportunity for the repres.ntatives of
dev.loped and d.vloping countri.s jointly to increase world understanding of the
element. conducive to sustainable growth and development. The most effective means
of communicating that understanding to the pUblic and to deci.ion-makers should be
borne in mind. A short, memorable document had obvious presentational advantages
and might be easier to negotiate than a long and detailed communique. The
declaration to be ad~pted at the conclusion of the session should be realistic and
relevant, and provide policy-makers with guidelines for formulating and
implementing appropriate economic strategie., it could also serve as the conceptual
framework for the international development strategy for the fourth United Nations
development decade.

54. Mr. rEJI6 (Yugoslavia) said that the special session would afford an
exceptional opportunity to revive mUltilateral dialogue and negotiations on urgent
international economic problems, in particular those which impeded the development
of the developing countries and their integration into the mainstream of the world
economy. Obviously, its success would depend not only on the general economic e.nd
political environment, but also on a common understanding of the session's main
objectives and the main issues which should be considered. The central objective
of the session should be to achieve consensus on ways of revitalizing economic
growth and development and, in particular, removing those obstacles in the
international economic environment which prevented the developing countries from
taking advantage of their own natural, human and other resources.

55. The speclal session was not a substitute for existing international economic
forums. Rather, it provided an opportunity to address global economic issues in an
integrated manner and to adopt general policy guidelines and recommendations which
would take into account the respective spheres of competence of the relevant United
Nations bodies and special agencies.
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56. The political level and short duration of the special session precluded long
negotiations on detailed sets of concrete policies and measures. However, it must
clearly identify the major issues, and the preliminary outline prepared by the
Secretary-General for the first meeting of the Preparatory Committee was a good
point of departure for that task and a good basis for the preparation of the
comprehensive report to be submitted to the special session. Yugoslavia fully
supported the view expressed in the preliminary outline on the need for the spocial
session to contribute to strengthening the role of the United Nations in the
consideration of global economic issues and enhancing its capacity to initiate
concerted action in that field. In order to ensure the success of the session, all
Member States should dedicate themselves to the strengthening of international
economic co-operation and demonstrate their willingness to contribute actively to
the search for a new development consensus.

57. Mr. FJAERTOFT (Norway), speaking on behalf of the Nordic countries, said that
the final document of the special session should be short, simple and
understandable. Its structure, headings, ideas and langub~e must appeal to the
hearts as well as the minds of ordinary people everywhere. It should reflect the
international community's common perception of the current world economic and
social situation, the challenges which that situation posed and the re~ponses

required to meet them. The final document should provide a conceptual outline for
the future orientation of the economic and social activities of the United Nations
system, and should end with a strong commitment to increase and improve
international economic co-operation.

58. The outcome of the spacial session should serve as the conceptual basis for
the international development strategy for the fourth United Nations development
decade. However, the session should not prescribe specific policies or measures,
since that would be the task of the international development strategy.

59. The final document should lay emphasis on three major areas. The first area
was the economy, and the document should emphasize how the rapid
internationalization of countries' economies had made them interdependent, how
interlinked economic issues must be dealt with in an integrated manner, and how the
persistent imbalances in the world economy, as well 8S in national economies, must
be eliminated, or at least reduced, in order to ensure an international environment
conducive to the revitalization of the developing countries' economies. In that
context, the Nordic countries emphasized the irnportance of achieving the
0.7 per cent target for official development ~ssistance. The second area on which
the document should focus was the relationship between economic activity and the
environment. and the recognition that all national and international policiRs ard
activities must be designed on an environmentally sustainable basis. The third
area was human development. The eradication of widespread poverty necessitated thn
improved mobilization of human resources for development. Any successful
development policy must acknowledge the role of women. Long-t.erm economic and
social growth and development was possible only when there was a healthy,
well-educated population which enjoyed human rights and was able to participuto
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fully in economic and political processes. The importance of population pOlicies

must also be stressed.

The meeting rose at ]. p.m.
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